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If you have landed here then a quick start is to open your chrome
browser and type in editor.p5js.org and you are ready to go.
Step 1
First thing is to open your Chrome browser. Others work but Chrome
works best
Step 2
Type in editor.p5js.org into your web browser and you should get a
default page like the one below
Step 3
Delete all the code that is already there by default. Work through section
1 which is the foundation for what you are going to do when making the
appy bird game. Don’t worry we will put it all back as I explain step by
step
Step 4
Copy the code in the boxes in this book. Press the play button to see it
come up on the canvas. If you get an error message in the console (at the
bottom under the code) check that you have not made a mistake
Step 5
Try the challenges or just play to get a feel for it, see what happens when
you change something, learn by doing
Step 6
Delete all the code you have typed in and do the next one
Step 7
When you move onto section 2 making the appy bird game then it is a
good idea to login with your gmail account. This means that you can save
as you go along. You don’t need to keep deleting and retry ping everything.
All the additional lines of code are highlighted for you
Time
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When you rst open up the web page in the browser you get a default
page like this
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Looking at the buttons
Everything is quite intuitive and really the best way to learn is to play
with them. The ‘run’ and ‘stop’ buttons are the ones you will use the most.
In settings you can change the theme, the size of the font etc. If you are
not sure then leave everything to the default settings.

Time
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Introduction
Part 4 covers a topic broadly called DOM elements that you might use in a
website involving CSS, HTML and JavaScript. This section also covers more
functionality available for the keyboard and the mouse. A brief look at how
you can incorporate the time and date, and using the millis() function to
measure the passage of time.

Time
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Unit #12 Time
Now is the time
This unit is about getting the time and date from your computer. What it
also serves is to look at some other features like text align. One challenge
that you could try is to create a seven segment display using the time and
a lot of code.

Time
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Basics 4.12.1 seconds count
Getting hour, the minute and seconds of the current time
let h
let m
let s

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
textSize(50)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
h = hour()
m = minute()
s = second()
text(h, 50, 100)
text(m, 50, 150)
text(s, 50, 200)
}

Time
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You get the time in hours, minutes and
seconds

Notes
Gives the hour (24 hour clock), the minutes and the seconds. Notice that it
gives the minutes and seconds in single gures for below 10.

Time functions
hour()

gives you the current hour

minute()

gives you the current minutes

second()

gives you the current seconds

Challenge
How would you put text in front (hint: text(‘hours: ‘ + h, 50, 100)
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Basics 4.12.2 a second look
A better looking clock
let h
let m
let s

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
textSize(50)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
h = hour()
m = minute()
s = second()
text(h, 50, 100)
if (m < 10)
{
text('0' + m, 50, 150)
}
else
{
text(m, 50, 150)
}
if (s < 10)
{
text('0' + s, 50, 200)
Time
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}
else
{
text(s, 50, 200)
}
}

Puts a zero before the 3

Notes
Improves the look by putting the 0 in front of the digit if less than 10 for
minutes and seconds.

Challenge
Now put 0 before the hour (if earlier than 10 o’clock)

Time
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Basics 4.12.3 what a year
Adding the date
let d
let m
let y

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
textSize(50)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
d = day()
m = month()
y = year()
text(d, 50, 100)
text(m, 50, 150)
text(y, 50, 200)
}

Time
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Gives us the date, the month and the
year

Notes
Gives the day in numbers. The month in numbers and also the year

Date functions
day()

gives you the current day (as a number)

month()

gives you the current month (as a number)

year()

gives you the current year

Challenge
Using the date and time how creative could you be in showing all this
information graphically

Time
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Basics 4.12.4 milliseconds of time
Milliseconds of time represented differently, as a
seconds

oat, an integer and as

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
textSize(30)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
text(millis(), 50, 50)
text(int(millis()), 50, 100)
text(int(millis()/1000), 50, 150)
}
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Milliseconds as a float, integer and
just seconds

Notes
The millis() returns the number of milliseconds have elapsed since the
programme started running as a oat. Uses int to stop the numbers having
too many decimal points. The last one counts the number of seconds.

Challenge
Create a stopwatch effect where the loop (noLoop()) stops when you click
the mouse
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Basics 4.12.5 in the blink of an eye
A long winded way of a blinking (every second) sketch but it demonstrates
how it can be done.
let a = 0
let b = 0
let c = 0
let value = 255

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
background(220)
}

function draw()
{
b = millis()
c = b - a
fill(value)
circle(width/2, height/2, 100)
if (c <= 1000)
{
value = 255
}
if (c >= 1000)
{
value = 0
}
if (c >= 2000)
{
a = b
Time
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}
}

Notes
A simple blink programme. Uses a bit of simple maths to count 1000
milliseconds (1 second).

Challenge
Make it blink faster or slower
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Basics 4.12.6 alternative modulo
This does the same thing where modulo returns the remainder
let value = 255

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
background(220)
}

function draw()
{
fill(value)
circle(width/2, height/2, 100)
if (millis() % 2000 <= 1000)
{
value = 255
}
else if (millis() % 2000 >= 1000)
{
value = 0
}
}

Notes
The same result, the circle blinks black and white every second
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